GL Logger Accessories

Comprehensive Data Logger Accessories for the GL Logger Family

- **GLA320**
  Modem for wireless data transfer via 3G/UMTS
  For GL3000/GL4000 family, for GL2000 family an alternative module is available

- **WiFi Board**
  Extension board for wireless data transfer via WiFi
  For GL3000/GL4000 family

- **HostCAM**
  Digital camera for high-quality color photos
  For GL3000/GL4000 family

- **CANgps**
  Logging of vehicle position via GPS
  For all GL loggers, for GL2000 family an alternative module is available

- **VoCAN**
  Voice recorder to log user comments as well as voice output on specific events
  For GL2000/GL3000/GL4000 family

- **CASM2T3L**
  Voice recorder for logging of user comments on specific events suitable for vehicle cup holders
  For GL2000/GL3000/GL4000 family
LINprobe
External extension for up to 10 LIN channels
For all GL loggers

GLA150
Time-synchronous logging of MOST150 data
For GL3000/GL4000 family

LOGview
Display of textual and graphical information
For all GL loggers

VX1060
Powerful measurement and calibration access to internal ECU data
For GL3000/GL4000 family

Further GL Logger accessories:
> Remote Control E2T2L
  Device for external triggering and LED display for status information
> Piggyback Boards
  Replaceable piggyback boards with different transceivers for operation on the CAN bus
> SD/SDHC Cards, CF Cards, Solid State Disk
  Industrial grade storage media with different capacities
> CCP/XCP License
  License for logging measured data from the ECU via CCP/XCP protocol

More information: www.vector.com/gl_accessories
Free logger poster: www.vector.com/posters